
CONSTITUTION 0F THE INTERNATIONAL REFUGEE
ORGANIZATION

PREAMBLE

The Governments accepting this Constitution,

RECOGNIZING:

that genuine refugees and displaced persons constitute an urgent prob
which is international in scope and character;

that as regards displaced persons, the main task to, be performed is to ene'
age and assist in every way possible their early return to their country of orli

that genuine refugees and displaced persons should be assisted by inlnational action, either to return to their countries of nationality or forj
habituai residence or to find new homes elsewhere, under the conditions provi
for in this Constitution; or in the case of Spanishi Republicans, to establish th'selves temporarily in order to enable them to return to Spain when the preý
Falangist regime is succeeded by a democratic regime;

that re-settiement and re-establishment of refugees and displaced. persoii'
contemplated only in cases indicated clearly in the Constitution;

that genuine refugees and displaced. versons, until such time as their ref
niation or re-settlement and re-establishment is effectively comrpleted, shOUl1dprotecteýd in their rights and legitimate interests, should receive care and assance and, as far as possible, should be put Wo useful employment in order to eV'the evil and anti-social consequences of continued idleness; and

that the expenses of repatniation Wo the extent practicable should be bhar,
Wo Germany and Japan for pensons displaced by those Powers from cOlU1t
occupied by them:

HAVE AGREED:

for the accomplishment of the fonegoing purposes in the shortest POS8
time, to establish and do hereby establish, a non-permanent organizatiol' t»called the International Refugee Organization, a specialized agency to be broiW
into relationship with the United Nations, and accordingly

HÂVE ACCEPTED TEE FOLLOWING ARTICLES:

ARTICLE 1

MANDATE
The mandate of the Onganization shahl extend to refuigees and
ons in accondance with the principles, definitions and conditions
flnex 1, which is attached to and made an integral part of this Cor


